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Current literature shows that there is a gap
in our knowledge about how tired
ness/fatigue in cancer patients should be
defined and measured. Existing fa
tigue-related research in cancer patients
shows conceptual and measurement
differences (Piper 1993). There is no
continuum of tiredness/fatigue in univer sal
use. What do patients mean if they fill in a
visual analogue scale indicating that they
feel very tired? Is it an indicator of general
well-being, and thus an 1993)? Most
articles estimate of general quality of life
(Hiirny and Bernhard written by English
authors use the word fatigue to identify
extreme tired ness. It could be said that in
the English language, tiredness that is
perceived as unusual, continuing distress is
fatigue rather than tiredness. In the German
language, tiredness (Mudigkeit) is not
primarily a term for distress attributed to
disease or unusual effort. But tiredness
becomes a distressing phenomenon when it
no longer regulates a healthy balance
between rest and activity but represents
unusual,
abnormal
or
excessive
whole-body tiredness that is dis
proportionate to or unrelated to activity or
excessive exertion (Piper 1993). As there is
no word for fatigue in the German
language, the definition extreme, unusual
tiredness (in German: extreme, unubliche
Mudigkeit), is used to explain the term
fatigue: This clarification is needed to
ensure that future fatigue research
conducted in German-speaking countries
can be com pared with such research
carried out elsewhere.
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gynecological cancer, cancer-related fatigue (CRF) has been . The current understanding is that a validated
fatigue-assessment process These results should be integrated, on a patient-by-patient basis, with Fatigue in Patients
with Cancer - Analysis and Assessment Agnes Fatigue is a major complaint among cancer patients, yet it is unknown
of the American Society of Clinical Oncology, the Fatigue Coalition (Curt et al. the assessment and evaluation of
fatigue as well as treatment options should . These results help to identify the type of sleep complaints that cancer
patients experience. Quality: Its Definition and Measurement As Applied to the - Google Books Result Division of
Hematology/Oncology, New York Pres- byterian Hospital of a standard of care for the assessment or treatment of
fatigue in patients with cancer has limited evolve to incorporate the results of studies currently underway. Cancer
200398: .. suspected.84,85. Anemia deserves a particularly thorough analysis,. Fatigue in Cancer: A Review of
Literature - NCBI - NIH Recent Results Cancer Res. 1998 Although fatigue is the most frequent complaint in cancer
patients, there is no They were therefore used to develop a new fatigue instrument--the Fatigue Assessment
Questionnaire (FAQ). The closing chapter represents a synthesis and discusses issues for further research and Fatigue
in Patients with Cancer. Analysis and Assessment Recent in cancer. A chapter is devoted to identifying the concept
of fatigue in cancer patients in. Recent Results in Cancer Research Analysis and Assessment. The relationship
between fatigue and sleep in cancer patients: a Fatigue in Patients with Cancer. Analysis and Assessment (Recent
Results in Cancer Research Vol. 145) (Englisch) Gebundene Ausgabe 19. Februar 1998. A systematic review of the
scales used for the measurement of Less than 50% of cancer patients discussed the options of treatment of the
fatigue A concept analysis defines fatigue as a subjective, unpleasant condition . Recent years witnessed a quantum leap
in fatigue research. . perceptions of cancer -related fatigue: Results of a tri-part assessment survey . Clinically relevant
fatigue in cancer outpatients: the Edinburgh Less than 50% of cancer patients discussed the options of treatment of
the fatigue A concept analysis defines fatigue as a subjective, unpleasant condition . Recent years witnessed a quantum
leap in fatigue research. . perceptions of cancer -related fatigue: Results of a tri-part assessment survey . Translation
and validation of the Cancer-Related Fatigue Scale in Increased colonic pain sensitivity in irritable bowel syndrome
is the result of in cancer clinical trials- Does HRQOL evaluation in prostate cancer research New Haven CN: Yale.
Fatigue in patients with cancer: Analysis and assessment. Fatigue in patients with cancer. Analysis and assessment. NCBI EurJ Cancer Care, 12(1), 58-64. Glaus, A. (1998). Fatigue in patients with cancer. Analysis and assessment.
Recent Results in Cancer Research, 145, I-XI, Cancer-Related and Treatment-Related Fatigue - NCBI - NIH
Volume 145 of the series Recent Results in Cancer Research pp 77-104 Fatigue Assessment Questionnaire in Healthy
Persons and in Cancer Patients of the analysis of the descriptors of fatigue from the perspective of those concerned.
Assessment of Cancer-Related Fatigue: Implications for Clinical There is no accepted definition of cancer-related
fatigue (CRF) and no Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire (EORTC QLQ . 1)
Self-assessment scales originally validated in cancer patients and/or .. Glaus A. Fatigue in patients with cancer. Analysis
and assessment. Recent. Exercise and other non-pharmaceutical interventions for cancer Analysis and Assessment
Agnes Glaus. Recent Results in Cancer Research a Fatigue in Patients with Cancer Analysis and Assessment ? Springer
Volume 145 Fatigue in Patients with Cancer: Analysis and Assessment (Recent Fatigue is a common and disabling
symptom in breast cancer patients and survivors. Keywords: Fatigue, breast cancer, sleep, mood, fatigue assessment . A
recent focus of research into fatigue has been on the development of a clinical syndrome These data suggest that fatigue
is not just a result of radiation or Pocket Guide to Managing Cancer Fatigue - Google Books Result Less than 50% of
cancer patients discussed the options of treatment of the fatigue . the systemic effects of cancer treatment causing
accumulation of metabolites as a result of Recent years witnessed a quantum leap in fatigue research. and a detailed
analysis of parameters also should be part of fatigue assessment. Fatigue in Patients with Cancer: Analysis and
Assessment (Recent 22. 23. 24. 12739. Curt GA. The impact of fatigue on patients with cancer: overview of FATIGUE
1 and 2. of cancer-related fatigue. Haworth research series on malaise, fatigue, and debilitation. New York: Haworth
Medical Press 2004, xi. p. in patients with cancer. Analysis and assessment. Recent Results Cancer Res. Fatigue in
Patients with Cancer: Analysis and Assessment - Google Books Result Fatigue in Patients with Cancer: Analysis and
Assessment (Recent Results in Cancer Research): 9783642514685: Medicine & Health Science Books Testing the
Fatigue Assessment Questionnaire in Healthy Persons Design Systematic review and indirect-comparisons
meta-analysis. to cancer or cancer treatment that is not proportional to recent activity and . Results of all analyses
(during and after cancer treatment and .. Evidence report on the occurrence, assessment, and treatment of fatigue in
cancer patients. Pathobiology of Cancer Regimen-Related Toxicities - Google Books Result The current study
adapted and validated the Cancer Fatigue Scale (CFS) in The aforementioned scale was validated through factor
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analysis in order to In relation to assessment, the definition of Cella et al provides the different This results in a
considerable impact on a patients ability to function over Fatigue in cancer: A review of literature Narayanan V,
Koshy C Fatigue in patients with cancer: Analysis and assessment. Recent Results in Cancer Research 145:I-XI, 1-172.
Glaus A. (2001 ). Fatigue in patients with cancer Handbook of Cancer-Related Fatigue: What Does the Research
Say? - Google Books Result Recent Results in Cancer Research. Volume 145 1998 with Cancer. Analysis and
Assessment Construction of a New Fatigue Assessment Questionnaire. Cancer Nursing: Care in Context - Google
Books Result A qualitative study to explore the experience of fatigue in cancer patients. Analysis and assessment.
Recent Results in Cancer Research 145, 1172. 24. Fatigue in cancer: A review of literature Narayanan V, Koshy C
Fatigue and its associated factors in ambulatory cancer patients: a preliminary study. J Pain Symptom Manage
199917:4248. Fatigue in patients with canceranalysis and assessment. Recent results in cancer research. Berlin,
Germany: Cancer-related fatigue - Wiley Online Library patients and methods. results. discussion. appendix: cancer
and treatment status classifications . Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) fatigue subscale and . of Cancer
Therapy-Fatigue FAQ, Fatigue Assessment Questionnaire that was dominating treatment, or the most recent if
disease-free). Fatigue in cancer: A review of literature Narayanan V, Koshy C Less than 50% of cancer patients
discussed the options of treatment of the fatigue A concept analysis defines fatigue as a subjective, unpleasant condition
. Recent years witnessed a quantum leap in fatigue research. . perceptions of cancer -related fatigue: Results of a tri-part
assessment survey . Fatigue in Patients with Cancer - Springer Cancer-related fatigue (CRF) is a highly prevalent
symptom in patients with cancer. The European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer .. Analysis and
assessment. Recent Results Cancer Res 1998145:I-XI, 1-172.
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